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Abstract
The pursuit of the whole person through models like 3H (head, heart, hands) my miss a
critical physical aspect within which the wholeness develops and exists. One such
aspect originates at the earth’s two versions. Humankind has a good understanding of
one version and little if any of the second. Such lack of knowledge would adversely
affect the development and maintenance of human wholeness. This proposal considers
a workshop at the 2020 Learning and Teaching Forum to address this knowledge
deficiency in University of Dayton’s community through participative knowledge
processing and systems thinking.
Starting at the very beginning, the “whole person” is a suitcase word,1 indicating
that by itself it carries little meaning and any higher level of meaning can only come
from knowledge placed into the suitcase. For example one can add meaning through
3H model. This model brings in head, heart, and hands into the suitcase of the whole
person. But then, head, heart, and hands are also suitcase words. A higher level of
meaning is achieved by seeing “head” as search for meaning, search for purpose,
search for values and other similarly important things. Heart would encompass things
like “love, inner peace, resilience, and connection.” Along the same line of reasoning we
can fill the suitcase of “hands” with behavioral aspects that relate to “outward
expression of spiritual needs, such as life choices, behavior toward others, rituals, and
practices.” 2 Note that each of these levels of meaning enhances our view of wholeness
but at the same time introduces more suitcase words whose meaning we must address
by adding new knowledge into their suitcases.
The 3H model is primarily inner-focused and only slightly extends into the human
interactions with others or considers the earth as context. There are other models that
go beyond the 3H model. For example, the BMSEST model has body, mind, and spirit
similar to the 3H model but also adds environment, social, and transcendent.3 I will not
spend time here to fill the suitcase of each word in the BMSEST model but only point
out that the suitcase of the word “environment” could contain “critical to existence”
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physical aspects that we must seriously consider if we are to maintain the type of
wholeness defined by models like the 3H. In the rest of this proposal I will consider one
such critical physical aspect of earth that must be included in any consideration of
wholeness.
What is a critical, physical aspect of wholeness? Let us start with a simple
example in the form of a thought experiment in which humankind faces two types of
weather: a 75-80 ºF summer and a -10 to -20 ºF winter. In this thought experiment
humankind has been in the summer condition for so long that it has totally lost the
memory and knowledge of winter. All it sees and prepares for is summer. There is no
knowledge or consideration of things like “heating” to counter cold. Instead, the human
focus remains solely on “air conditioning” to counter heat. Similarly, there is no
knowledge or consideration of “winter clothing” and all that humankind knows is t-shirts
and shorts.
How should one view human wholeness when all that is known is summer and
winter is nonexistent as a human concept or idea? In this thought experiment assume
that the transition between the summer and winter is sharp. One day it is summer, 7580 ºF, and the next day the summer ends and a very long winter begins, -10 to -20 ºF.
What happens to human wholeness in such transition? How many cities, how many
societies will freeze and cease to exist as humankind finds itself in a situation for which
it has not prepared? Under those circumstances no one would know how to heat
houses and buildings. No one has clothes to stay warm. No one has a concept of
antifreeze as all vehicles become dysfunctional in the bitter cold. In short, what are the
chances that humankind, lacking the holistic understanding of summer and winter,
would be dying out and going extinct and with it the death of wholeness, however we
might choose to define it?
This thought experiment may sound a bit harsh and not in line with the traditional
views of wholeness that often focus on the inner aspects of the individual than also the
external and physical aspects. But this thought experiment is not without its real
counterpart. In fact, earth does come in two versions and the two differ radically. We
have been so long in the first version that we have very little individual and societal
awareness of the second version. We almost have no
knowledge of what it takes to prepare for it even though it
will arrive suddenly and abruptly without warning.
I hope by now I have your attention on the need for
physical wholeness in relation to what earth does in its two
versions. Let me walk you through humankind‘s
progression of developing the knowledge of earth’s two
versions.
The first physical observations of earth’s second
version came in the form of “erratic blocks,” large boulders
that noticeably differed from the rocks native to an area.4
For a long time they were theorized as outcomes of a
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catastrophic flood or actions of giants and trolls. Only in the first half of the 19th century
did we understand the relationship of the erratic blocks to glaciation of earth where ice
sheets carried the boulders over very long distances to deposit them where they did not
belong. This was the first piece of the puzzle that
humankind identified for the earth’s second
version.5,6 At this point let me become more
specific and local. In this piece of the puzzle of
the earth’s second version, what would be
happening to Dayton, Ohio? It may come as a
surprise that in the last transition from the earth’s
second version to the current first version almost
all population centers of Ohio—Cleveland,
Columbus, Cincinnati, Dayton, etc.—were under
a mile-high ice sheet.7 Should one consider that
information relevant to the idea of wholeness of
the University of Dayton and its students? Note that the picture I am drawing is just
about one piece of the puzzle and many more pieces are to be discovered and
understood if we are to remain physically whole in relation to the earth’s two versions.
Let me continue with the discoveries and improvements that have led to better
understanding of the earth’s two versions. By 1999 the science community had acquired
the evidence for the past four cycles of the earth’s two versions.8 By this time the two
versions were given names. The first version, the one in which humankind currently
lives, was given the name “interglacial” while the second version was called “glacial.” By
2004 the data had expanded to the past eight such cycles.9 Yet, despite such
knowledge of the earth’s two versions there has been little individual and societal
awareness of the earth’s second version and what it means for personal and societal
wholeness. From the perspective of humankind’s wholeness in relation to both versions,
there is even less, almost nothing, in societal preparation for the transition to the second
version.10
From this perspective, my proposal for the 2020 Learning and Teaching Forum,
“Educating the Whole Person,” will focus on creating awareness of the earth’s two
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versions and the challenges to be faced when in the near future the earth abruptly
switches its versions.
At present we are most familiar with the earth’s first version. For the earth’s
second version there are two theories. The two differ in the choice of their base data.
The first theory relies on modern scientific information and it assumes that except for
the extent of the ice sheets, the second version is largely similar to the first version and
that the increase in greenhouse gases produced by humans would lengthen the first
version and thus result in ample time to recognize and react to the transition that would
take place between the two versions.11 The second theory also uses the modern
scientific information but it includes the knowledge of the ancient observations of the
second version.12 How many opportunities did ancient humans have to observe the
transition between the earth’s two versions? According to the science community’s data,
the last transition between the two versions had multiple alternations before the second
version firmly settled into the first version (see table). This allowed multiple possibilities
for humans to observe and record the events associated with each version and that
knowledge is available for modeling the earth’s second version about which we
otherwise know little in detail.
Version alternations in the last transition13
(years BP: years before present)

Holocene

First Version

11,500 years BP to present

Younger Dryas

Second Version

11,500-12,650 years BP

Bølling-Allerød

First Version

12650-14700 years BP

Last Glacial

Second Version

14,700 years BP and earlier

In conclusion I note that this proposal is not about limits of knowledge or about
comparing and contrasting different theories or about highlighting the role of ancient
knowledge in today’s life but about how “wholeness” can be critically missed through
knowledge deficiencies not identified and addressed. In 2020 Learning and Teaching
Forum I would like to address this aspect of wholeness through a workshop which will
focus on participative knowledge processing and systems thinking.
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